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界。造成的结果就是切身参与“世界工厂”生产制造的人极长的工作时
间和艰苦甚至是危险的工作环境。这种情况对于我们这些在全球体系
之中处于消费一端的人来说无法察觉，但我们早已不再亲手生产任何
东西。我们“知道”他人的处境，但我们无法真切的体会到。也可能是
我们根本不知道能对此做些什么——所谓消费者的力量就像幻觉。
英国这边的项目如此安排并非是想给这些问题一个单一的答案，
而是想更加突出问题的复杂性和现实性——从而让人们去进行探讨。
我们想让 观众们——不管他们从何处 来，都能看到“ 世界工厂”这一
现 象和我 们 所有人都息 息相关，而 就 算 我 们真的 一 起去思考这一 问
题，我们也仅能刚刚开始去设想一些不一样的体系。草台班关于演出
主题的“演 后谈”给了我们英国项目一些启示；作为我们研究 项目的
一部分，我们已经在一些非正式的场所，比如咖啡馆，开展了一些与专
家的对话。在“世界工厂”演出之前，一个大规模的研讨班项目会让各
个背景的人们参与进来，许多人都是第一次接触参与性戏剧。这样的
研讨班组成了我们艺术活动的一块核心部分，使我们能够不断地检验
我们的工作，聆听观众的反馈，从而反过来再影响到我们这个项目的
进一步发展。我们也在通过这个研讨班试图创造一些公共空间，使得
人们——不管是朋友还是陌生人——聚在一起，相互发问，探讨现况。
所以我们的“世界工厂”也是对话的触发点：我们已经把许多的讨论
都放进了这个演出项目的最核心之处。
佐伊·斯文德森 (Zoë Svendsen)
主      办：华侨城当代艺术中心（OCAT）深圳馆
支      持：深圳华侨城股份有限公司
原创支持：上海古美文化中心
鸣谢
网庭影音机构、新工人艺术团、杭州草根之家、苏州工友家园、重D音工
人文化中心、手牵手工友活动室、打工者中心、春风劳动争议服务部、
萤火虫工友服务中心（原小小草）、新工亿工友服务中心、清湖学堂、
深圳友联公益书屋、当戏剧撞击流星…戏剧博客、南京艺术文化产业学
院、当代剧场青年邀请周（南京）、古美文体联合会、五月话剧社、徐晓
轶、颜晓东、谭悦敏、陶庆梅、黄佳代、傅琳、Dagmar Schaefer、Michael
Powell、Colin Dilnot、Adam Daber、Lena and Gary Johnanderson、高
明、吴同、刘建洲、余亮、三三德、Maja-Stina Johansson Wang、王德志、
陈平、仲蔚昕、江厚祥、廖科碧、徐晓勇、詹志远、张翔、施瀚涛、佟姗
珊、潘洁华、陈秋炳、杨雪群、陆云国、臧宁贝、黄小娜、Lennet Daigle、
湛领、陈燕娣、陈茂、张治儒、张玲燕、吴贵军、李长江、祝强等
Organizer: OCAT Shenzhen
Support: Shenzhen Overseas Chinese Town Corporation Ltd.
Theatre Production Support: Shanghai Gumei Cultural Center
Our thanks to:
WTi Video-Audio, New Worker Art Troupe, Hangzhou Grass-root Family,
主      办：华侨城当代艺术中心（OCAT）深圳馆
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World Factory by Grass Stage
June 5, 2014, at 7:00 pm

Xi’an Academy of Fine Arts

June 8, 2014, at 8:00 pm

Flowers Theatre, Lanzhou

June 13, 2014, at 7:30 pm

Xiaoqiao Community Centre, Xining

June 15, 2014, at 7:30 pm

Zhongtaiyang Youth Centre, Yinchuan

June 21, 2014, at 7:30 pm

Ashes of Time Café, Huhhot

June 22, 2014, at 7:30 pm

New Workers Theatre, Picun, Jinzhan,
Beijing

June 25 + 26, 2014, at 7:30 pm

Nanluoguxiang Theatre Festival, Beijing

July 6, 2014, at 7:30 pm		

Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai

November 21,22, 2014, at 8:00 pm OCAT Shenzhen, Shenzhen
November 28,29,30, 2014, at 7:30 pm Shanghai Gumei Cultural Center, Shanghai
December 6,7 2014, at 7:30 pm

Contemporary Theatre Festival for
Young Practitioners, Nanjing University
of the Arts

<From the scene>

Sentiments in the Age of Consumerism
I have been working on the production of World Factory since 2009.It
started when I learned in Manchester that Britain was referred to as
the ‘world factory’ during the Industrial Revolution, which prompted me
to think about its relationship to the present-day World Factory status
of China.In addition, our current social system has been influenced by
the radical thinking and social movements that once inundated the UK.
But as capitalism entered the age of consumerism after two centuries
of social changes and technical evolutions, the ideals of yesteryear and
the ensuing practice throughout the 100-odd years haven’t changed the
infamous World Factory. It simply relocated out of the affluent Europe.
Elsewhere, workers still live in destitution, with fatal factory accidents still
occurring routinely.
For four, five years, I read, interviewed, and travelled, which has become
the longest preparation in my career in theatre. In mid 2014, together with
my colleagues of Grass Stage, we made this subject of industry and worker
into a collective work World Factory, and soon began touring in Xi’an,
Lanzhou, Xining, Yinchuan, Huhhot, Beijing and Shanghai.
Towards the end of the play, a masked, anonymous, seemingly lunatic
character runs to the audience from the stage, heckling, ‘Haha! If his case
turns out to be real, will you still be able to have iPhones? To prance about
in designer brands? If that is what will happen, your life will all be changed!
Aren’t you terrified? Do you want that? Aren’t you scared? Do you want
that?’ Then she fades in guffaw. The ‘he’ to whom she referred is another
character who speaks of the future of World Factory.He proposes a new
production mode attempting to replace the existing one, for instance, he
proposes ‘to promote non-employment, non-consumption modes of social
cooperation; to encourage the production mode of less than 100 people;
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to encourage making whole products instead of parts of products….’
In one of our post-performance talks (what we also call post-performance
theatre), a member of the audience stood up, ‘I like shopping, I like those
brands , I don’t see any problem. Where should we put those migrant
workers if they weren’t in the factories? Where should they go?’ This
condescending audience hadn’t changed his stance in relation to others
and materialism, even after we tried our best to display the plight of
sweatshops.
During those years of research and preparations, the glaring unfamiliarity
and detachment between social classes have become immensely palpable.
Once a book-loving migrant worker from the audience proclaimed, ‘we
can live with poverty, but what we really need is dignity and a sense
of belonging’. What she said revealed the injustice within the regime.
Also, modern production line models with highly separated processes
are depriving the workers of their skills and honour, which are usually
disregarded by the public whobelievesthat workers’ problems can be
alleviated with more income and consumption. In 2013, 1,129 people lost
their lives or went missing in the collapse of a Bangladeshi garment factory
building, a workplace with horrid conditions in which many European
fashion houses held their productions. ‘Responsible shopping’ became
fashionable in the West where menial production industries have all but
vanished. But can higher income and improved working conditions really
give that lady dignity and sense of belonging? And with only ‘shopping’?
In these years preparing for the play, I have put much thinking into it,
and discovered my sentimental inclinations in these issues, thus have been
convinced of the meaning behind this play. But is this sort of sentiment
and practice reliable, in this age of consumerism? How much strength and
endurance is there? The things I can be sure of are, that governments of
developing economies will keep lusting after foreign investments, capitals
from the West and elsewhere will keep seeking cheaper labour, and the
developed nations will always enjoy the advantage in goods and higher
quality of life. Responsibility can never be the cornerstone at this time in
history.
In that evening, the migrant worker lady also shared a story she had read
from a book: Alexander the Great met and asked philosopher Diogenes if
there was any favour he might do for him, to which Diogenes replied, ‘Yes,
stand out of my sunlight’. The lady used this allegory to emphasise thatthe
dignity she asked for is special, but also very simple.
I believe Diogenes’ power came from his relationship with others
and the world, which gave him an attitude toward Alexander different
from others. Right now, other than admitting our failure from previous
attempts, shouldn’t we wholeheartedly revisit the original question—is
there a man-world relationship better than the current ones? And keep
asking the questions, and confront them back in practice.

Zhao Chuan
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OCAT Performs 2014:
World Factory: Theatre As Social Studies and Practice
Objective
Based on Grass Stage’s new production World Factory and METIS’ creation
inspired by the same title, this year’s OCAT Performs introduces and
explores how Grass Stage, a collective in its 10th year since establishment,
transforms theatre into a site for contemporary social studies and practice,
and engenders dynamic local and international interactions.
Background
Grass Stage was founded in Shanghai in 2005, with writer/theatre
professional Zhao Chuan as its mastermind, and has since accumulated
followers and influence. It encourages common people to participate in
theatre and creative endeavors, and emphasizes the connection between
artistic practices and everyday life; its members congregate weekly to
discuss, hold performance workshops, and work on individual as well as
group creations. Over the years, Grass Stage has made use of various
venues to stage not-for-profit performances, forums and “culture
outposts”. Their theatre has thus become a gathering spot for all kinds of
people, and is continually creating fluid public spaces.
Zhao Chuan once wrote, ‘to imagine a kind of theatre…first, it doesn’t
come from the need for artistic revolution in formalistic terms but the
need to improve the understanding of the relationship between theatre
and people. The main concern of this kind of theatre is social life, not
by ways of reflection but that of penetration and more substantial
interventions, as question or even interrogation. Such reality is absolutely
not naturalistic imitation, ingratiation or duplication. In a certain way, this
kind of theatre is approaching the truths of self, individuals, and social
groups; and the process of interrogation is theatre which then becomes
a method to reflect on life and its problems.’ (Zhao Chuan, “ Interrogating
Theatre”, Dushu, April 2006)
The rise of the textile industry, and the accompanying radical thinking and
social movements in 19th century Manchester provide a starting point
and reflection for discussing the rapid changes happened in contemporary
China. From the Industrial Revolution to the present day, the world
has seen numerous social transformations. How are today’s workers
maintaining the history of World Factory? Can they control their own
future? From the emergence of ‘world factory’ to its current prevalence in
China, World Factory by Grass Stage explores the historical and geopolitical
aspects, and especially the living conditions of the workers, in the global
manufacturing industry.
The concept of this play originated from Zhao Chuan’s visit to Manchester,
UK in 2009, and underwent 4–5 years of preparation. Based on the artistic
experience and theatrical aesthetics developed over the past ten years,
Grass Stage has incorporated materials generated from their discussions,
research, documentation and workshops into collective creation,
completed the play in mid-2014, and toured in several Northwestern cities
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in China. Apart from exchanging with worker’s associations and schools
in China, it has also spread the subject overseas, and began collaborating
with the performing arts company METIS. Under the support of its
director Zoe Svendsen, METIS started their own research and conceived
their own production under the same title, which, in a British perspective,
uses the textile industry as the starting point to explores the relationships
of Britain and China with consumer capitalism. METIS is a Cambridge,
UK-based performing arts company/network that creates interdisciplinary
performance projects created through rigorous research. A fascination
with maps, space, technology, travel and history drives their work in a
range of media.

November 20, 2014
20:00 – 22:00, OCAT Library
Lecture: World Factory as An International Interaction
Speakers: Zhao Chuan, Simon Daw
Through many years of preparation across nations, grass-root theatre
collective Grass Stage presents World Factory, a play about the reality
of today’s Chinese workers and the manufacturing industry; its topic and
concept captivated UK company METIS who started collaborating with
Grass Stage, with their own concepts of exposing consumer capitalism.
This lecture will be the foundation of OCAT Performs 2014. Zhao Chuan
of Grass Stage and Simon Daw of METIS will talk about the origin of the
project, their social research, international collaboration and multi-layered
expansions, with a focus on their methodologies for combining research
and practice.

November 21, 2014
19:00, OCAT Hall A
Interactive display ‘World Factory: Shirt’
METIS
In order to investigate the system, and generate the research the final
performance will be based on, we are participating in the global textile
industry, by having a shirt made in a Chinese factory. We will be working
with a factory in Shanghai that usually produces workwear for the
international market. ‘The Shirt’ uses a bespoke digital system to reveal
the people and processes behind its making, created in collaboration with
Cambridge-based web developers, TheFusionWorks. On each shirt there
will be barcodes stitched in all over the shirt. When a smartphone is
placed over the barcode, with our bespoke app, it will trigger unique digital
content that will share all the stories and processes behind the shirt’s
manufacture. Our shirt will reveal the faces behind the seams, connecting
wearers of the shirt to the actual makers of that individual garment. As
a result the shirt will become not just a product but an expression of the
way our shirt-wearing society is organized.
Concept and video: Simon Daw, Zoe Svendsen
Sound effect: Matthias Kispert
Producer: Rachel Parslew
Translator: Gigi Chang
November 21, 2014
20:00 – 22:00, OCAT Hall A
Performance: World Factory, with post-performance talk
Grass Stage
About World Factory
Industrial ssembly lines, nightmares of a female worker, smog, dreams of
new-generation workers…Grass Stage enter different environments and
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set up their temporary stages, where they unfold a play about industry and
workers. China has achieved economic progress in a mass scale that is the
world factory, changing itself and the rest of the world along the way. But
we can’t overlook the atrocious working conditions and pollutions. After
the Industrial Revolution and so many social transformations in the world,
how can we justify the continuation of World Factory? World Factory, the
2014 new production by Grass Stage, directed by Zhao Chuan, is based on
their nearly ten years of artistic experience and theatrical aesthetics, with
materials from discussions, research, documentation and workshops put
into a collective work. It stems from pursuing the truth, and encompasses
various thoughts, clashes and emotions, resulting in a play that challenges
boundaries. They regard theatre as aspirations for future life.

“The stage is a small world, and the world is a big stage”- how does
reality unveil drama every day and make it impossible for us to stay out of
social theatre? Grass Stage is a theatre collective founded in the spring of
2005 and has been promoting the movement of social theatre ever since.
Over the years it has deployed various venues to stage not-for-profit
performances, discussions and “culture outpost”. Their theatre has thus
become a gathering spots for all kinds of people, continually creating fluid
public spaces. The post-performance talks have often become the scene
of theatre unexpectedly. Their “camping and training” tours are monthlong trips of train rides, live shows, lectures and workshops. Members
of Grass Stage will share their records and reflection along the route to
social theatre.

A Collective Work by Grass Stage
Conceived and performed by: Wu Meng, Yu Kai, Xu Duo, Wu Jiamin,
Yu Lingna, Lü Lü, Christopher Connery, Bruce Bo Ding, Jia Ying, Li Ziyi,
Ma Jiawei
Other participants: Wang Yifei, Yuan Lian, Qin Ran, Liu Nian,
Wen Haishao, Chen Jingjie, Wang Ren, Li Mengxi
Scriptwriter, director: Zhao Chuan
Live music: Xu Duo / Li Ziyi
(Dating With This World, Industrial Zone, I Quit, original songs by Xu
Duo)
Visual design: Wu Meng
(Documentary photography: An Ge , Xu Zheng
Prologue film: directed by Wu Meng, performed by San San De,
Maja-Stina Wang, Liu Nian, Wang Yifei, Zhao Chuan)
Space/lighting design: Zhao Chuan
Stage design assistant: Wang Ren
Executive producers: Wu Jiamin, Bruce Bo Ding
Stage manager: Liu Nian

November 22, 2014
20:00 – 22:00, OCAT Hall A
Performance: World Factory and post-performance talk
Grass Stage

November 22, 2014
14:00 – 15:30, OCAT Library
World Factory Scenario-based Workshop
Host: METIS

November 23, 2014
13:00 – 17:30, OCAT Hall A
International Seminar:
The Exploration of Theatre as Social Studies and Practice: World
Factory as an Example
Not only have the public and social aspects of art become hot topics
again, but what is more importantis howwe respond to the ongoing
transformations of life and production in China? Beginning with Grass
Stage, a grass-root theatre collective that’s been active for almost ten
years, and their collective production World Factory which has been
prepared for nearly five years, this seminar will explore how art can strike
on the core of the times, through theatre and performance research,
culture critique, social movements and sociology, as well as how theatre
can find opportunities to actively become a stage for contemporary social
research and practice, and a changing force towards positive international
exchanges.

METIS’ workshop use the setting of a card game to examine, along with
participants, how manufacturing come about behind products. Participators
will team up as a garment factory’s managing staff, make decisions for the
storyline, manage workers and production, and profit. It is likely to spark
debates on morality, business and the workers. Then the second stage
of the workshop will let the participators review the game, revise the
storyline and make suggestions.

Main participants of the seminar: Wang Hui (Tsinghua University),
Chritopher Connery (University of California, Santa Cruz/Shanghai
University), Xu Duo (New Worker Art Troupe), Zheng Bo (City University
of Hong Kong), Shannon Steen (University of California, Berkeley), Zhuang
Jiayun (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill), Brian Walters (London
State Theatre), members of METIS and Grass Stage.

Free admission, reservation is required.
Everyone is welcomed; participants need to be 18 or older, and are limited
to a total of 24 people.

November 20-23, 2014
OCAT Hall A, intermittently
Workers' Chunwan (New Year Gala) 2015 program recruitment
Hosted by: Xu Duo / Beijing Picun Workers' Family

November 22, 2014
16:00 – 17:30, OCAT Library
Lecture:Grass Stage’s Route to Social Theatre
Speaker: Grass Stage
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Grass Stage - World Factory
OCAT Performs 2014 participating artists and speaking guests
Curator
Zhao Chuan, writer, curator and theatre director, lives in Shanghai. He
is the co-founder and director of Chinese grass-root theatre collective
Grass Stage since 2005, and has been producing marginal but sociallyconscious contemporary theatre and promoting new forms of social
theatre and non-profit public spaces. His awards include the Unita Prize
for New Novelists (2001). He has been invited to international literary, art
and theatre festivals and events, and been visiting scholar and lecturer at
influential universities in China and overseas.
Grass Stage - World Factory
Wu Meng
Artist, theatre professional, freelance writer, founding member of Grass
Stage. Participated in the majority of Grass Stage’s productions. Her own
projects and performances focus on outdoor spaces and public topics. She
has been invited to create and perform her works at many international
art festivals. Her works have been shown in Mainland China, Hong Kong,
South Korea, Germany, Japan and Taiwan.
Liu Nian
Born in Chongqing in 1976. His jobs include one in an architecture firm.
Currently a consulting manager. Co-founder of China’s most popular
theatre blog ‘When Theatre hits meteor…’. Promoter of Chinese grassroot theatre. Founding member of Grass Stage. Main staff behind the scene.
Yu Kai
Member of Grass Stage. From Madmen Story to World Factory, she has
participated in many of Grass Stage’s collective and solo works. Having
performed in theatres and public spaces in Shanghai, Beijing, Hangzhou,
Wuhan, Chongqing, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macau, South Korea, Japan and
India,she has also been invited to perform with Japanese theatre company
DA•M. Yu is also critic-in-residence of Macau City Fringe Festival, and has
held workshop ”Body and Perception”.
Xu Duo
From Haining, Zhejiang. Co-founder of New Worker Art Troupe, Beijing.
Folk musician and theatre director. Arrived in Beijing in 1999 to study
guitar, then worked odd jobs and busked on streets. He founded Working
Youth Art Troupe (precursor of New Worker Art Troupe) on Workers’
Day in 2002, Beijing Workers Family Cultural Development Centre,
Tongxin Experimental School in 2005, and Labour Workers Cultural Art
Museum in 2008.
Christopher Connery
PhD from Princeton University. Professor at Literature Department,
University of California, Santa Cruz. ‘Ziqiang Professor’ at Cultural
Research, Shanghai University since 2013. His studies include: social
movements in the 1960s, global capitalist ideology, geographical thought,
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modern Chinese politics and economy, Eastern Han Dynasty thinkings and
literary history. Editor of Boundary 2 and Postcolonial Studies (academic
journals). Joined Chinese grass-root theatre company Grass Stage in 2010
and participated in production and performance.
Wu Jiamin
Born in the 90s, Wu Jiamin participated in school theatre groups’
production and performance since arriving in Shanghai in 2009. Wu joined
Grass Stage in 2011 and participated in their production and performance.
Executive producer of Grass Stage.
Yu Lingna
Born in the 80s, Yu was formerly a freelance writer, editor, bookshop
consultant, translator. Currently a psychiatric consultant. It is her third
year with Grass Stage, where she has been transformed spiritually and
physically. She has moved at least once a year since the age of 18. Living an
unstable life but has never gave up following her dream. She enjoys human
encounters, whether in consulting rooms or on the stage.
Lü Lü
Lü is a 40-year-old psychiatric consultant in his second year with Grass
Stage. Participator in its production and performance.
Bruce Bo Ding
Business consultant, translator, MSc from University of Edinburgh.
Ding joined Grass Stage in 2014. He has participated in contemporary
art exhibitions in different roles previously. He founded independent
institution Artiology in 2014, to research and practice the possibilities of
‘art as a connection’.
Li Ziyi
Graduated from music performance and theatre of Arts College, Nanjing
University of Aeronautics and Astronautics (NUAA). Currently a
young teacher at Arts College, NUAA and a member of Jiangsu Recital
Association.
Jia Ying
Jia is from Shanghai. Born in 1977. Worked in real estate for over ten years.
Currently unemployed.
Wang Ren
Wang was born in Shanghai in the 80s. Previously a chemistry teacher.
Then worked in advertising and as an illustrator.
Ma Jiawei
Born in 1984, Ma is a vintage motorcycle aficionado, and has been working
in automobile-related fields since graduation. His current job titles are
independent photographer and freelance writer.
An Ge (Peng Zhenge)
Photographer, curator. Born in Dalian, 1947. An Ge raduated high school
in 1966 during the Cultural Revolution, and then relocated from Beijing to
Xishuangbanna, Yunnan in February, 1968, and worked as a rubber tree
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planter. After seven years as a sent-down youth, he moved to Guangzhou
in 1975 and spent four years as a factory worker. In April 1979 he became
a photojournalist with China News Agency Guangdong, where he retired
in 2001. He is currently a freelancer.
Xu Zheng
Born in Shashi, Hubei, 1982. Xu moved to Shanghai to attend university in
1999 and has been living and working there since. He started taking photos
in 2006 because he got a camera.

METIS Performing Arts Company (UK)
Simon Daw
Artist, stage designer and image designer. Participated in many theatre
projects’ stage and installation designs. One of the main members of
METIS.
Zoë Svendsen
Theatre writer, director and researcher. Her theatre writing projects
include The Changeling (Young Vic), Edward II (London State Theatre),
Arden of Faversham (Royal Shakespeare Company); interdisciplinary
projects include 3rd Ring Out, Four Men and a Poker Game, and the
ongoing World Factory. Svendsen teaches drama and performance in
University of Cambridge, and is an honorary research fellow at Birkbeck’s
Centre for Contemporary Theatre.

on how the concepts of creativity, labour and speed changed. She taught
for the MFA. acting program at A.C.T. in San Francisco, and in the English
Department at Northwestern University.
Zhuang Jiayun received her PhD in Theater and Performance Studies at
UCLA and held an Andrew W. Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowship. She is
currently an assistant professor at Department of Dramatic Art in
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and teaches courses in World
Theater & Performance, the Body in East Asian Theater, and Introduction
to Performance Studies. Zhuang also writes for PlayMakers Repertory
Company. Her research interests encompass documentary theatre,
theories of the body, performance and urban space, and East Asian theatre/
performance in relation to Inter-Asia cultural studies.
Zheng Bo has been making, writing and teaching about socially engaged art
since 2003. He has worked with a wide range of communities, including
the Queer Cultural Center in Beijing and Filipino domestic helpers in Hong
Kong. His works have been exhibited in China and abroad. Zheng also
writes theoretically on how participatory artists create public bodies and
resistance public bodies with their works. He is a member of the editorial
board of Journal of Chinese Contemporary Art. He received a PhD from
Visual and Cultural Studies at University of Rochester, and taught at China
Academy of Art in Hangzhou (2010–2013). He has been teaching Creative
Media at City University of Hong Kong since 2013.

Brian Walters
Deputy Literary Manager at London National Theatre. He is responsible
for playwriting, collaborating with playwrights and providing plays to
produce for National Theatre. Walters also writes short plays and works
with other playwrights on creative writings.
Select guests in international seminar
Wang Hui is a professor in the School of Humanities and also the director of
Institute for Advanced Studies in Humanities and Social Sciences, Tsinghua
University. He was employed by the Institute of Literature, Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences from 1988 to 2003. From 1996 to 2007, he
was the executive editor of the magazine Dushu. Wang’s researches focus
on intellectual history, contemporary Chinese literature, social theories,
etc. His many writings include The Rise of Modern Chinese Thought (four
volumes), Re-reading Lu Xun’s Towards a Refutation of the Voices of Evil,
and Depoliticized Politics, many of which has been translated into English
and other languages. Wang received the Luca Pacioli Award in 2013.
Shannon Steen is an associate professor at UC Berkeley, who writes
and teaches about race and performance, primarily in the intersection
of the African American and Asian American worlds. She is the author
most recently of Racial Geometries: The Black Atlantic, Asian Pacific, and
American Theatre. Her current books project Pacific Century analyses the
high-tech triangle of the Pacific, encompassing the Silicon Valley, Southern
Chinese coastal cities, and the performing culture in Tokyo, which focuses
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<Keep going...>

‘Money is a veil which hides the consumer from the producer’
George Dodd, Days at the Factories (1843)
I met Zhao Chuan in 2010, in Shanghai – we talked about factories, communism,
and textiles. I immediately thought of the ‘made in china’ labels on our clothes
today: but what Zhao Chuan was talking about the industrial revolution in the
UK, and Manchester in particular. There, in the 19th century, the working
conditions in factories provoked the likes of Marx and Engels to develop their
programme for socialism. Suddenly I found myself in a different position in
relation to the ‘world factory’: I wasn’t just a consumer: the production sites
of the ‘world factory’ were no longer just places in other cultures on the other
side of the world, but directly related to my own history and culture. This
conversation catalysed the collaboration between Grass Stage and METIS.
Zhao Chuan and Wu Meng of Grass Stage have just been in the UK for 10
days, where we have been exchanging ideas, and discussing the politics of
different forms of theatre. We are making projects in the UK and China that
look and feel very different in form and aesthetic – but they both arise from
similar approaches: respect for the subject matter and a desire to connect
with our audiences. We want our audiences to connect with the World
Factory situation – not only with the plight of workers but also with the power
structures underlying it. Having realised that standard forms of research did
not really bring us close enough to what we wanted to understand, we decided
to research the World Factory phenomenon by attempting to participate in it.
Over the past six months, we have negotiated the design and making of a shirt,
manufactured in a factory in Shanghai. This has become a kind of art-object, as
well as a research process, through barcodes on the shirt, which trigger digital
stories when a smartphone with our app is held over each barcode. The shirt
can be purchased online.
At the heart of the UK theatre performance April-May 2015 will be an
interactive scenario-based card game in which audience members run a
small clothing factory in China. In 16 teams of up to 6, they make a series
of increasingly difficult decisions as they make choices determining their
storyline, over a fictional 12 months. The playing of the game will be
technologically advanced: audiences scan barcodes on the cards to select
their choices. This reflects the automatic scanning and payment machines
in UK supermarkets which allow you to buy your food without having any
social exchange at all. World Factory in this way tackles the complex subject
of how everyone on the planet is involved in everyone else’s economic
system in some way.
But why the form of a game? METIS, the performing arts network/company
I run, makes interdisciplinary projects that address contemporary issues.
The last large-scale project I created with designer and artist Simon Daw,
was a ‘rehearsal’ for climate change in the form of a staged emergency
planning exercise that explored a scenario of future climate crisis. We
found that the strongest way to engage people with these issues of future
threat was to put them in the midst of the action. As well as watching
other fictional characters grapple with the situation, the audience had
to make big decisions for themselves. METIS’s World Factory scenario-
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based card game, which we are co-writing with the writer and literary
manager Brian Walters, also puts the audience right in the midst – and
encourages them to talk about their values. What matters most when
running a factory? Can you run it effectively whilst treating people well?
What are the pressures external and internal? In this world there is no
black and white, no ‘right’ way – it is too easy to blame an individual for
behaving badly when there is a disaster. But might you not have done the
same? None of us are perfect, and the system encourages everyone to cut
corners, turn a blind eye: making money is the main value of the system
as a whole.
The treatment of migrant workers, their lack of rights, adds another layer
to the problem. The supposedly ‘free’, market-driven, global system of
capitalist production itself is dependent on enforced inequalities between
people, not only in China, but across the world. The upshot is extremely
long working hours and uncomfortable or even dangerous working
environments for the people whose hands actually make the products
of the world factory. They are invisible to those of us who live in those
sections of global society where we consume, but we don’t produce things
any more. We ‘know’ about the situation for others but we can’t actually
feel it. But perhaps we also simply don’t know what to do about it –
consumer ‘power’ feels illusory.
The reasons for the UK side of the project taking this form is not to offer
any single answer to these questions, but to make the complexities and
realities of the situation clearer – and to encourage people to talk about
it. We want our audiences, wherever they are from, to see the World
Factory as a phenomenon to which we are all connected, and to which we
can only start to invent alternatives, if we really think about it together.
In this Grass Stage’s ‘aftertalks’ about the topic of the performances
have been inspirational to us in the UK; as part of our research we have
been holding conversations with experts in informal public spaces such
as cafés. An extensive workshop programme prior to the World Factory
performances is further engaging a broad range of people, many new to
participatory theatre. Such workshops form a core part of our artistic
process, allowing us continuously to test our work and hear audience
responses, which in turn influence the artistic development of the project.
In this we are also attempting to fashion pockets of public space where
people – friends and strangers – can come together and ask questions,
and address the situation. Our World Factory production is therefore
also a provocation of conversation: so much so that we have embedded
discussion in the very heart of the performance.
Zoë Svendsen
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